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‘Agents nowadays boss
so much of our industry’
Chris Coleman, Sunderland Manager

Agents are playing an ever increasing
influence in the game, with a material
impact to club operations.

• Club intermediary fees are exploding (Source: FIFA TMS
Global Transfer Market Report 2017)
• Over the past five years the spending on club

Recent activities have challenged normal practice to

intermediaries has more than doubled to a record high

such a degree that every major segment of the games

445mls US in 2017.

governance has put ‘the role of agents’ on their agenda.
Later this year it is anticipated that FIFA’s task force
will meet and submit their review of the current state
of play, as the Premier League did in their most recent
shareholders meeting.

• Intermediaries are able to restrict market access and
control demand because selling clubs have no effective
way of connecting directly with the needs of buying clubs.
• What services intermediaries are actually being paid
for and how clubs can reduce their spend on club

The Association of Sporting Directors second members
meeting debated the group’s views on the current
landscape and options to contribute to new ruling.
During the course of 2 days the discussion looked at
how the influence has grown, the benefits as well as the
challenges of working with agents, and the priorities in

intermediaries?
• Clubs have increasing interest in building stronger ties
with other clubs, meet more often and have better access
to relevant staff in other clubs.
• Should clubs have a central place for meetings during the

regards to any changes to current regulation. The group

transfer window to do deals directly? Inspiration from

debated a number of solutions, from the radical to the

italian “Calcio Marcato” where club executives and agents

subtle, and considered how other industries had worked

meet in one hotel and do business before deadline

through similar issues. An overview of the key anchors
in the debate are presented here.

A growing influence… and
the impact of de-regulation

Ever since 1961 when players maximum wage was

draft set of regulations proposed based on the concept

abolished, slowly more control has shifted from the clubs

of ‘intermediaries’. Although there was strong opposition

to the player. Agents, whose initial services was targeted

from Football’s major nations, 5 years later in 2014 it

to players, have closely followed behind, as the fight for

was decided that new ‘Regulations on Working with

the best talent has been played out in clubs.

Intermediaries’ would come into force on 1 April 2015 and

As agent involvement became more common, FIFA took

replace the ‘FIFA Players’ Agent Regulations’.

on the role as regulator of the international transfer
markets. Under FIFA rule, Agents could only provide

This move was designed to increase transparency and

representation on the basis they held a licence to do so;

reduce complexity. The ASD members, giving a ‘front line’

similarly clubs were prohibited in working with those

view of their experiences, felt this move has led to a more

agents without a licence. In 2009 it was estimated 4

restricted and expensive market with a low quality and

out of 5 transfers globally involved unlicensed agents,

complex operational environment.

therefore FIFA wrote to all federations recommending a
reform of the agents system. A subcommittee of relevant
football community stakeholders was established and a

Volume & Influence
of Agents

• Since deregulation the number of FA registered agents has risen from

518 to 1,800
• In the UK, money paid to agents is rising dramatically. In the period
between Feb 2016 and Jan 2017 there was an increase of 40% in the
PL and 60% in the Championship.

• In 2017, 37.7% of incoming English transfers involved an
intermediary acting for a club with commissions reaching $125.7m

• Since 2013, Europe’s top clubs have paid over $3bn ― English clubs
have paid a total of

$490m to club intermediaries.

A line in the sand?
Following recent high profile cases, there are several bodies

• The hardest thing is often to understand who the ‘real’

reviewing the role of agents (PL/EFL/UEFA/ECA/FIFPro/

agent is of the player, with several parties attempting

FIFA). The main concern centres around: conflicts of interest

to intercept the negotiation.

driven by more regular dual or even triple representation,
lack of transparency, the amount of money going to agents
rather than back into the game, and the protection of
minors.
The ASD members welcomed the review of the
system, recognising:

• The indirect payment to ‘minors’ families through
‘consultancy agreements’. Concern was raised about
the social impact of a 13/14 year old boy becoming the
main breadwinner of the family. It was noted that the
fixed compensation system was not helping
• Building something all-encompassing would be
difficult, and needs a ‘global’ view. Action will always be

• The range of agent service does not correlate to the
fee paid, noting there were ‘good’ agents that worked
in partnership, delivering fair or added value, and ‘bad’
agents who were poor operators offering little to no
added value, and blocked progress until their terms
were met.

ahead of the rules and it will be hard to manage.
• Rising use of dual representation, where there is a
clear conflict of interest for the agent, and is also a
technique used to maximise tax efficiency as a benefit
in kind to the player.

“I am very concerned about the huge amount of money

Agents’ fees are now “very often” a proportion of transfer

flowing out of the football industry. The commissions paid

fees rather than players’ salaries, and it is a “massive

to intermediaries continue to rise while at the same time

problem” for agents to be acting as brokers for multiple

the money redistributed through the game and spent on

parties in a deal. “agents are disproportionately well-

training young players is falling. These increasingly larger

remunerated for their services” “They can have greater

transactions are often not done in a clean, open manner ,

influence over where a player ends up than the player or

and raise a lot of questions about potential misuse of funds.

the clubs. Their interest is not only where a player goes but

We have to tackle this issue.”

which club will pay them the highest fee.”

Gianni Infantino, FIFA

Jonas Baer-Hoffmann, FIFPro Director of Policy

“Look, you will pay me 50 per cent of the transfer or the
player goes somewhere else.”
Aleksander Ceferin, UEFA,
on the approach of certain agents

Solutions:
Regulation and Behaviour
It was recognised that solutions fell into 2 areas. These
operate from a top down (regulation) point of view and a
bottom up (club behaviour) point of view.

New Regulation
The ASD debated a number of regulatory concepts,
from the radical to the more gradual.

Idea

Player pays the agent

ASD Discussion

It was discussed that if the club pays the agent it was more tax efficient.
It was felt that the player would still expect the club to pay the agent
implicitly through a greater signing on fee etc
There needs to be a clearer distinction on who the agent is providing the
service to – and that party should be paying the agent

Complete ban of agents

Players are in their right to have representation and it’s not clubs place to
prevent

Adopting US models

In NHL players pay 0% of salary to agents, and instead agents bid to have a
cut of their commercial terms and benefits. Agents therefore adding clear
value.

Currently proposed solutions from the Uniform European

Further to above there was consensus among ASD

approach (UEFA/FIFPro Europe/ECA/EPFL) has centred on

members that a stricter entrance and qualifying criteria for
agents/intermediaries should be re-established, along with

• a reasonable, proportionate cap on fees for

significant professional sanctions to prevent malpractice.

intermediaries/agents;
• enhanced transparency, disclosures and accountability;
• appropriate and dissuasive sanctions in case of noncompliance;
• stronger provisions to protect minors in their relations
with intermediaries/agents;
• an efficient monitoring and enforcement framework

Some countries are already taking action, irrespective of
FIFA’s task force. In late 2017 Italian government stepped in
to force a change in regulation back so that only agents that
have passed an exam can be involved in negotiations.

New Behaviour
Clubs both feel the benefit and pain of intermediary

However all behaviour relies on a ‘code of conduct’ between

involvement according to their context and situation. For

clubs and is limited by any club circumnavigating the

example, a club trying to move on an unwanted player or

conditions. It’s clear we need a correlation between Clubs/

a club trying to convince a coveted player to sign are times

Governance motivation and potentially, there is a case

when paying an increased agents fee to exert influence are

for ‘incentives’ to encourage wihstleblowing, as per other

deemed helpful. But being on the opposite side of these

sectors.

examples are times in which clubs feel unfairly treated.
Finally, something for clubs to consider is the theory of
ASD members talked about being wary of ‘having their cake

‘Moral edge’. This idea challenges the idea that to win you

and eating it’. Before too much finger pointing is performed

have to play close to the lines, and argues that being clean

at agents, clubs should be wary of their own anti-sporting

works in the long term. Anyone can get a quick win by

behaviour and thinking. It is important clubs recognise their

playing outside of rules - but history has shown that in the

role in allowing intermediaries to shape the market.

end you’ll get caught. This can have material operational
consequences, enforced by regulation such as fines,

It has been shown that more direct club to club

transfer bans and so on. But on a deeper level, even if not

communication can be successful in cutting out agent

rule breaking (as highlighted recently by Team Sky) can

manipulation, through clubs being transparent with their

damage brand and reputation, affecting bottom line where

positions. ASD members gave examples of where clubs had

fans and sponsors do not wish to be associated with the

aligned with each other around an offer to a player both

club. In the multi-billion pound (dollar) football industry

clubs were interested in, so the player made the choice

it is sometimes worth remembering what the sport is all

around sporting project over financial. More examples like

about and who are the followers. It would be an interesting

this can help the clubs ‘take control’.

exercise if we asked our fans if they wanted us to work this
way to ‘win at all costs’, or a clean way. If sport followed the

Further, it was discussed how tools and software could

commercial world where we see customers drawn to things

help. ASD members felt a better, more transparent online

that are not only attractive to them but ‘good for the world’,

database system could be beneficial to correctly identify

our fans may surprise us with their response.

which person in the club was best to speak to, and the
intermediaries registered to act on behalf of the player.

Conclusion
Agents role in the movement of footballers has increased

The ASD meetings suggested that some areas are more

to a point where they are a highly material body for both

pressing to address than others. The inducement of

clubs and players. The games governance has publically

minors, and the standard of agents were two that were

drawn a line in the sand and agreed to review the issue –

consistent across all discussions. Potentially, momentum

including the move to de-regulate around agents in 2015.

can be built around such areas where there is consensus
across the game.

But it’s clear that regulation alone will not solve the issue
– and that the behaviour of our clubs and all recruitment
departments are a key driver in the eventual ‘space’ for
agents to operate. The desire to win can tempt clubs to
play close ‘to the edge’ but a wider appreciation of the
impact may encourage all parties to find a new line.

The changing face of
the transfer window
Financial fair play has ensured the sustainability of spending – while
transfer fees have undoubtedly increased over time, net spending
measured as a % of total club revenue has remained relatively stable,
around 15%. It was felt that clubs have reached this equilibrium more by
accident than design, but acknowledged that financial controls have had
an impact on the way clubs are run

+2.8%
+2.5%
+2.1%

For each additional week closer to deadline day,
the price of a player goes up by 2.8%

The amount a player’s value goes up for every
extra goal they score

The amount an average player’s value goes up for
every match that they play

Premier League clubs are increasingly doing business in the

There was a discussion around how prices increase around

major European leagues, at the expense of leagues like the

deadline day, while acknowledging that it is still possible to

Scottish Premiership and Dutch Eredivisie. Certain countries

get bargains at the end of the window, depending on the

have driven a harder bargain; players from France and

selling club’s need to sell. It was discussed that it can be hard

Italy in particular have cost more than the ‘market rate’ for

to convince the board to do their business early, partly due

similar players elsewhere.

to overconfidence in obtaining a bargain, and also potentially
because of the allure of being a part of deadline day.

This report was wrriten to represent the recent
discussions held by the ASD, by Simon Wilson

Simon Wilson is currently a consultant to football clubs,
leagues, organisations and leaders across Europe and US.
Simon has a 17 year career to date in the game, holding
senior positions such as Chief Football Officer at Sunderland
AFC, Director of Football Services within the City Football
Group and Strategy & Performance Manager at Manchester
City FC. www.linkedin.com/in/simonwilson78

The Association of
Sporting Directors (ASD)

The Association of Sporting Directors (ASD) is a not for profit
association which aims to professionalise and promote the
role of Sporting Directors within professional football.
The core objectives of the ASD are to:

• To provide additional professional support through
appropriate external associations.
• To provide opportunities for continuing professional
development to members.
• To develop and engage through a voluntary code of

• To bring clubs together and enhance relationships

conduct to enhance the role of ‘Sporting Director’.

through the membership of Sporting Directors and
other key staff within the technical departments.
• To enhance communication between members and
their respective clubs.
• To develop and share best practice.
• To enhance the professional status and the role of
‘Sporting Director’.
• To provide support for members by other members.

For further information on ASD contact:
associationofsportingdirectors@gmail.com

These objectives will be furthered through the provision of
regular ASD events, similar to the Transfer Window Review
summarized here. These interactive day sessions gather
together Sporting Directors and key technical staff from an
array of clubs to discuss the key issues, share best practice
and leave with ideas for possible dynamic solutions moving
forward. The focus is very much on the practical day to day
challenges of the role.

